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1 – Project overview
The main goal of the project is to develop a React Native framework to allow third-party
developers to easily implement decentralized applications (Dapps) for the Elastos platform by using
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the power of React Native . React Native is a JavaScript framework that allows development of native
mobile apps for the iOS and Android platforms using the JavaScript language. Thanks to this recent
technology, developers can create new applications much faster and easier than focusing on platform
specific development (Java and Kotlin for Android, Objective-C and Swift for iOS). In addition, React
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Native developers can still rely on native elements for each platforms by using native modules . As a
strong sign of the power of React Native, several big companies are relying (entirely or partially) to
that framework to develop their mobile apps (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Overview of big companies relying on React Native for their mobile apps (source:
React Native website)
React Native development relies on a JavaScript engine and is therefore compatible with the
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enormous amount of node packages available on the npm repository . A npm package is a repository
containing code written in JavaScript and performing some specific action, there are for example npm
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package for bitcoin , ethereum and also other more common tasks such as calendar and user
interface. The npmjs project makes React Native even more interesting as it proposes great solutions
for almost every problem JavaScript developers can encounter.
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Several hybrid application development platforms have recently emerged such as Ionic ,
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Xamarin and Flutter . The number of hybrid app is increasing every day on the different mobile
platform app stores (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Statistics about hybrid app development (source: https://www.polidea.com)
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React Native remains the best alternative when it comes to hybrid app development as it has
several benefits: uses JavaScript as a language, was initially developed and supported by Facebook
and has a growing open source community. Therefore, we decided to develop a React Native
framework that will contain all the necessary code related to the Elastos platform so that third party
developers can start implementing their Dapps without worrying about anything related to the
blockchain technology itself.
The Elastos platform
The Elastos platform relies on several modules that are essential for the well-being of the
project: carrier (for p2p), wallet (for ELA wallet) and DID (for decentralized ID sidechain). Those
modules were implemented using native C and C++ languages for better performance. To be able to
use those modules on any mobile platform (iOS or Android) the developers will first need to build the
library for the corresponding platform and architecture. Once the library is built, the developer needs
to take care about its correct inclusion into the project by defining the location of the library as well
as identifying the path for the header files. Finally, after going through the documentation the
developer can start working on the app itself. To make development much easier for developers in
the future to implement Dapps, we aim to create different npm packages for the different modules of
the Elastos project so developers will not need to take care of building and correctly using the
different libraries in their Dapps. In addition to the separate npm package for each module, we will
create a higher level modular React Native framework that can contain a pre-selected list of Elastos
modules according to the developers need. The framework will be presented as a simple boilerplate
app containing all the essential Elastos modules.
2 – Technical details
The connection between the native module libraries and the JavaScript code is made via bridges.
The bridge implementation is specific to each mobile platform. For iOS, we will rely on Objective-C++
(combination of Objective-C and C++ code). For Android, we will use the JNI (Java Native Interface). A
simple representation of the communication between JavaScript and the native code is represented
in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Communication between JavaScript and native libraries via a bridge
The bridges need to be implemented for each function present in the different native libraries.
That way, we will have 2 main repositories containing the different bridges for the different native
modules (carrier and wallet) resulting in npm packages. When new library support will come in the
future, for example HIVE support for data storage, a new repository with the corresponding bridges
will be created. A concrete example of the implementation of the bridge for the generateMnemonic()
function from the wallet library is represented in Figure 4 for the iOS platform.
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Figure 4: Example implementation of the bridge for the generateMnemonic() function for
the iOS platform
The main goal of this proposal is to explain in detail the implementation of a modular React
Native framework that will generate a boilerplate mobile Dapp (iOS and Android) with all the
elements related to the Elastos blockchain already present and functional. The aim of this project is to
attract more developers to work on the Elastos platform, therefore creating new apps and bringing
more recognition to the project.
3 – Development releases and corresponding milestones
The project started in September 2018 under the direction of Kiran Pachhai and an alpha release
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is already available in the different CR repositories . The following section is a summary of the
features available for the alpha release as well as the planning for the future releases (beta and
candidate release) for the Elastos React Native framework project.
3a – Alpha release
The initial alpha release is available on the different repositories of the Cyber Republic GitHub
account. This first release put the foundation for the project by having essential functions for 2 main
Elastos modules (wallet and carrier) implemented. The team also created 2 separate repositories
containing demo applications using the existing implemented bridges. The actual state of the project
at its alpha release is as follow
1. elastos-ReactNative-framework: main react native framework repo. This repository will
contain the code for the high level npm package that will create a boilerplate Elastos Dapp
2. react-native-elastos-carrier: carrier module npm package repository. This repository contains
the bridges implemented for the carrier functionalities.
3. react-native-elastos-carrier-demo: carrier demo repository using the bridges from the
repository mentioned point 2.
4. react-native-elastos-wallet-core: wallet module npm package repository. This repository
contains the bridges implemented for the wallet functionalities.
5. react-native-elastos-wallet-core-demo: wallet demo repository using the bridges from the
repository mentioned point 4.
We will rely on the existing codebase to continue with the beta release. The alpha release
helped us realize the feasibility of the project and we were successfully using the implemented
bridges on the different demo Dapps.
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3b – Beta release
The beta release will provide complete and functional packages for the 2 essential modules of
the react native project: carrier and wallet. A list of essential milestones has been defined and
presented below. As the implementation of the missing bridges corresponds to a long term milestone
it has been split to 4 smaller milestones that are included in the first 4 milestones of the beta release.
Based on the progress achieved so far for alpha release, the beta release will contain the following
improvements:
1 – Project start and reorganization (2 weeks)
The first step to start the project will rely on a reorganization process of the existing
codebase available on different GitHub repositories:
1. Cleaning the existing code: adding proper comments to the code, removing unnecessary
elements.
2. Creating issues related to milestones: a new project with the corresponding milestones
will be created on GitHub to keep track of the progress.
3. Reorganizing the repositories, adding proper README.md files
4. Making sure that the actual state of the alpha release is stable
+ Adding the missing bridges implementation to existing repositories – Part 1
2 – Adding integration tests to the bridge repositories (2 weeks)
Tests are essential for the stability of the project. Each repository should have a list of
specific tests to ensure that the communication between JavaScript and the native libraries is
properly working. For that purpose, we will check that the information we are obtaining from the
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native libraries is correct. We will use the MochaJS platform to write the tests for the project.
MochaJS is a JavaScript test framework that helps developer run advanced tests for JavaScript.
+ Adding the missing bridges implementation to existing repositories – Part 2
3 – Adding continuous integration to the bridge repositories (2 weeks)
As the development of the different repositories relies on the work of multiple developers,
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we need the take care of the continuous integration of the code. We will rely on CircleCI and
implement the required code so that tests are automatically run for every new pull request. By
checking every pull request we ensure the stability and proper functioning of the different
repositories.
+ Adding the missing bridges implementation to existing repositories – Part 3
4 – Adding a linter to the React Native framework (2 weeks)
A linter is a tool that automatically checks for potential errors in the code. Adding a linter to
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the project will allow developers to be aware of errors early on and correct them accordingly. ESLint
is commonly used as a linter for projects relying on the JavaScript language. To properly function,
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ESLint requires a list of pre-defined rules to check for errors. The JavaScript style guide from Airbnb
covers the majority of the common rules, we will use it as a list of rules for our linter.
+ Adding the missing bridges implementation to existing repositories – Part 4
5 – Releasing stable versions of carrier and wallet npm packages (2 weeks)
We will release stable versions of the npm packages on npmjs or as a GitHub repository once
all the bridges for the wallet and carrier repositories are implemented. The bridges repositories for
the different modules (carrier and wallet) should be presented as npm packages to make their
installation and usage easier. For the alpha release, the size of the native repositories was an issue to
generate an npm package as it was exceeding the limit of npmjs. The core team is taking care of
reducing the dependencies size of the native libraries and should therefore open the way of creating
npm packages. If the creation and publishing of npm package is not possible via npmjs, the packages
will be available as GitHub repositories.
6 – Writing a developer oriented documentation for each modules (2 weeks)
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Start implementing a detailed documentation for each modules using Slate :
Documentation is an essential part for better adoption. Stripe’s API had always been a good example
of API with concrete example and a clean interface. Following the same procedure, we will create
separate documentation pages for each module.
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3c – Release Candidate
The release candidate represents the final version of the project. For this last part, we will need
to implement the following features to make the project complete:
1 – Creating a command line interface for the React Native framework – Part 1 (2 weeks)
Implement a CLI (command line interface) for the creation of a boilerplate React Native app
with everything that is needed already implemented. By creating a new command line tool, for
example create-react-native-elastos-dapp with a list of parameters (such as for optional modules to
includes for example) developers will start working on their Dapps much faster directly from their
command line tool.
2 – Creating a new website for the project (2 weeks)
Create a new website for the framework: a name, a logo and a new website will be created
for the project. These are essential elements for the visibility of the project and to let developers be
aware of its existence and how to use it.
3 – Creating a command line interface for the React Native framework – Part 2 (2 weeks)
See point 1
4 – Making the framework modular (2 weeks)
Make the framework modular, third-party developers should be able to download only a
part of the framework: The developers should be able to either download the complete framework or
simply choose from the list of available modules.
5 – Completing the framework with simple guidelines and resources (2 weeks)
Add design and simple UI/UX elements to the framework: In addition to some linting rules,
the framework can also contain a short list of image resources such as the Elastos logo and other UI
elements based on the most recent design guidelines.
4 – Team Structure
The team will remain identical as the one that already developed the alpha release of the
project. The list of team members is as follow:
Adem Bilican (ademcan@ademcan.net): Adem is an independent mobile app developer
focusing on projects related to the blockchain technology. He is currently the lead mobile dev at the
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QRL project and developed the mobile wallet for the QRL . Adem is also involved in the
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development of the mobile app for the Sapien Network project , a social media platform relying on
the Ethereum blockchain for better privacy and security.
Eric Dualc (ericdualc@outlook.com): Eric is a mobile developer experienced with blockchain
development. He had the chance to participate in several advanced projects, one of them being the
creation of a new token from scratch. He successfully participated on the alpha release of the RN
project and made the wallet functionalities available for the Android platform.
Jacky Li (liyangwood@gmail.com): Jacky is a long time developer for the Elastos community.
His main focus was the carrier module support for both iOS and Android. Based on his expertise he
developer a chat application that is based on the Elastos carrier and is available as a demo app for the
alpha release of the RN project.
The 3 developers will be involved part-time (50% to 60%) on the project. The planning in
section 5 (Timeline and budget estimation) is based on the part-time involvement of the 3 core
developers on the project.
5 – Timeline and budget estimation
According to the team availability and the different milestones, the timeline of the project
and the corresponding rate (in USD) are represented in Table 1. The payments are expected to be
made in the ELA crypto-currency, the conversion from USD to ELA should be made at the time of the
payment.
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Release

Requested
USD

Milestone

Timeline

1. Project start and reorganization
2. Adding integration tests to the bridge repositories
3. Adding continuous integration to the bridge
repositories
4. Adding a linter to the React Native framework
5. Releasing stable versions of carrier and wallet npm
packages
6. Writing a developer oriented documentation for
each modules

2 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks

9’500
9’500
9’500

2 weeks
2 weeks

9’500
8’500

2 weeks

3’200

1. Creating a command line interface for the React
Native framework – Part 1
2. Creating a new website for the project
3. Creating a command line interface for the React
Native framework – Part 2
4. Making the framework modular
5. Completing the framework with simple guidelines
and resources

2 weeks

1’600

2 weeks
2 weeks

2’400
1’600

2 weeks
2 weeks

1’600
800

Beta

RC

Table 1: Rate (in USD) for each milestone of each release
6 – Marketing planning
One of the main issues with cryptocurrencies and blockchain related projects has been mass
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adoption and the fiat to crypto on/off ramp . Due to the highly technical side of those projects, only
a handful of technology enthusiasts and developers were attracted so far. The main challenge of such
projects is to be able to bring cryptocurencies/blockchain use to the day-to-day life of their users. One
approach is to develop applications that would benefit from the use of the blockchain (for notions
related to privacy and security).
The best way to reach potential users in their daily life passes via the mobile platforms.
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Average users reach out to their smartphone almost 50 times per day for a use per day of 3 hours .
However, the development of mobile applications requires important financial and time investment.
In addition to the financial side, the development of decentralized applications require a knowledge
about how the specific blockchain the app is made for works. Every blockchain have their own specific
functionalities and that can be a very difficult barrier for developers. Most of the blockchain projects
focus on the development of the chain itself and its features using native code for performance.
However, to create products for the end-user, one should not underestimate the front-end. Those
points are even more important for the Elastos project as its main goal is to provide the new
generation of the Internet (compared to cryptocurrency focused projects).
The development of mobile apps became much easier in the recent years by the advances
made in hybrid app development technologies (such as React Native). By combining the ease to
develop new mobile apps and lowering the entry barrier to the development of decentralized apps,
blockchain projects will be able to reach more people and become part of their users day-to-day life.
With the current proposal we aim to attract more mobile app developers to the Elastos project by
lowering the entry barrier and providing help and support for the emergence of new decentralized
applications.
Statistics about blockchain technology use with JavaScript programming language
The React Native Elastos framework will allow third-party developers to easily implement
new Dapps using the JavaScript language. To show the emergence of the JavaScript language on the
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blockchain technology we searched for the list of npm packages on the npmjs.org with specific
keywords (Table 2).
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Keyword

Number of npm packages

“blockchain”

2 373

“bitcoin”

2 170

“ethereum”

2 286

“dapp”

548
Table 2: number of npm packages that contains the corresponding keyword

Then, we also searched for the most common JavaScript libraries for several blockchain
related projects and summarized their GitHub statistics to get a better idea of the adoption of
JavaScript in that domain (Table 3).
Repository

Stars on GitHub Contributors on GitHub

bitcoinjs-lib
ethereumjs-util
truffle
ripple-lib

Weekly downloads

3 307

61

19 481

390

29

111 230

7 671

127

22 456

799

66

7 834

Table 3: blockchain related JavaScript libraries with corresponding statistics
As we can see in Table 2 and Table 3, the blockchain technology is already highly used by
JavaScript developers. The fact that JavaScript can be used in both front-end and back-end
programing is a very powerful benefit that other programming languages do not have.
React Native Elastos framework usage scenario
The original project focuses on 2 modules of the Elastos ecosystem: carrier and wallet.
Future developments may also include other modules such as DID and HIVE. Based on the actual
proposal the following usage scenarios of the React Native framework can be considered:
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• Identity management (alternative to Uport )
• Alternative ELA mobile wallets: a strong cryptocurrency would be represented by several
alternative mobile wallets (such as Bitcoin and Ethereum)
• 2FA (multi-factor authentication) with DID
• Social media platforms (alternative to Whatsapp, Twitter, Facebook...)
Recently, several blockchain related projects started integrating React Native in their
development stack such as:
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• The Quantum Resistant Ledger mobile wallet
23
• Ledger Live Mobile
24
• Savvy
25
• Lykke (recently looking for a React Native mobile developer for their mobile app)
26
• Kraken
27
• TenX
In addition to the mobile apps projects, the libraries can be adapted to make dapp development
easier in other platforms as well (Desktop and web). That is possible thanks to the JavaScript language
being used and present everywhere (back-end and front-end).
How to make the RN Elastos framework a success?
Every successful development framework shares some common points. To make the framework
attractive to developers we need to provide the following essential elements:
1. Open source framework: we already added the MIT license to our existing repositories and
will keep the same license for any new repository in the project.
2. Support from the community: we need to let the community know more about the RN
framework and explain in detail what it is. The vast majority of the Elastos community is not
aware of the RN framework and/or its utility.
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3.

4.

5.

The project should be active. By providing the development of the 3 core developers we will
bring continuous improvements and activity to the different repositories. We will have a
specific project board on GitHub with the list of all the milestones and actively work on each
of them in a well organized manner. Our weekly dev meeting and standup meeting will help
us discuss the actual state of the project and solve any potential blocking issues.
To reach a broader audience, we will need to be present on several social medias. As
mentioned in the detailed proposal we aim to create a website and a logo for the project, we
will also choose a strong and specific name. The creation of a Twitter account will be also
very helpful. The website will have a blog section with frequent (technical and non-technical)
article publications related to the development of the project, see
https://ademcan.net/blog/ for examples.
The project will be presented to a broader developer community via sharing platforms such
as ProductHunt, HackerNews, Reddit, BetaPage and other similar alternatives.
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